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Be Safe and Secure with  
the Bodypoint® Shower Chair Belt Th
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inTroducing The BodypoinT shower chair BelT Bathing 
can be a dangerous business! The bathroom is commonly regarded  
as the most dangerous room in the home.  Bath safety is a major 
concern for people with limited mobility; however, most shower 
chairs manufactured today do not come equipped with a safety 
belt to prevent shower chair users from slipping or falling.

The Bodypoint shower chair belt with our proprietary AeromeshTM 
fabric provides safety without compromising the comfort and 

health of the user. Water and air easily pass through the 
Aeromesh fabric, allowing the client to be bathed completely and 
the belt to dry quickly after use.  

Its universal shape enables the belt to be used in a variety of 
ways depending on the needs of the client. The flexible, padded 
belt can be used across the chest or abdomen to prevent forward 
or lateral falls. Additionally, fitting a belt across the knees or legs 
can prevent clients from slipping down out of the shower chair.

PArT No. DeSCrIPTIoN 

BB101M-22-1 Med, 22mm clamps each 

BB101M-25-1  Med, 25mm clamps each 

BB101l-22-1 lg, 22mm clamps each 

BB101l-25-1 lg, 25mm clamps each 

BB101M-1 Med, without clamps each 

BB101l-1 lg, without clamps each 

Universal shape allows 
for use as a chest, 

abdominal or leg belt,  
as well as a calf strap.  

Fastens with side-release buckle 
for the ease of caregivers.

Rust-proof frame clamps allows you to  
secure the shower chair belt anywhere on the 
frame—even on an upholstered seat rail.

Air and water pass through the 
AeromeshTM fabric providing  
a complete wash for the client and  
a short drying time for the belt.

Adjustable hole  
positions allow for easy  

length adjustment.


